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Stephens left for
unknown reasons

by John Sutherland
Bill Stephens, former business
manager, resigned unexpectedly
and for personal reasons,accor<*@*wo Thursday, February 12, 1976, Seattle, Washington
ding to University administrators. Stephens has refused to comment toThe Spectator.
John Lawlor, S.J., S.U. administrative assistant to the
president, said, "The resignation
unexpectedly. No reason
have tobemade in cutting back," were released. Parks said came
in his written resignawas
stated
seasonal
fluctuations
result
in
she continued.
Stephens
tion.
You'll
Parks said if she had been the help being increased and himself." have to ask
responsible for putting resources decreased.
into plant management she may
DR.VIRGINIA Parks, newly
INRESPONSE to a question appointed
have done things differently.
vice president for
funding
for
"We are relookingat thedirec- about the source of
and finance, said "Bill
tion to go, the efficient way to the administration offices business
renovations, Parks said the Stephens' resignation was not
go," she explained.
for, he was not fired."
She emphasized expenditures money came from general-fund asked
admitted
some people had
She
Money
plant
from
would change within budget resources.
complained
Stephens but
about
limitations. "We are going to management was not involved said the physical plant always
plant
for
time
efficiently
plant.
except
run
the
workers
have an
gets a majority of complaints. If
However, that doesn't mean were on the job.
a person parks in the wrong
things were not efficiently run
Stephens took outside con- parking space or the plumbing'
before."
tracts on the work. No final cost isn't working, the blame always
figures are in yet, she said.
falls on plant management, she
IN JANUARY students were
Gardiner was asked to specify pointed out.
released from plantmanagement jobs because the theareas in which the budget was
continued rate of their salaries overspent.
would have resulted in overspen"I'm not free at this time to
ding the budget, Parks said.
make a statement," he said. He
"We cut the number of further explainedhe was currentstudents on myrecommendation ly meeting with Parks to deteralong with that of John Lawlor. minethe exact financial situation
Stephens carried out that deci- of plant management.
Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., S.U.
president,
sion."
has been advised to
Some moneyoriginally put in rest by his physicians due to
One solution to the problem is
to increase the amount of work- onearea was used in other areas. physical exhaustion, according
It's still too early to make con- to John Lawlor, S.J.
study money available to clusions,
Gardiner said.
management.
in
plant
Ryan willbe at a Jesuit retreat
students
There is also the possibility of
Parks commented, "I have house until March 15.
Lawlor, as executive vice
qualifying more students for greatconfidence inJoe Gardiner
work-study, Parks suggested.
and Dan Mahoney and the jobs president, will act as president
Non-student personnel also they're doing."
until Ryan returns.

No specifics on plant budget
by John Sutherland
No specific areas in plant
management's budget have been
overspent, according to Dr.
Virginia Parks, vicepresident for
business and finance.
Revenue is still coming inand
expenditures still have to be
made. The final accounting
won't be known until the end of
the year, she said.
Parks was responding to a
comment made by Joe Gardiner,
director of plant management,in
The Spectator two weeks ago.

AT THE time Gardiner said,
"We're (plant management)running into budgetary problems.
Stephens (former business
manager) overexpended his
budget in several areas, so it's
difficult to improve on
maintenance in several areas
because we're left with a budget
limitation."
Parks did say that if spending
continued at the same rate as
earlier in the year, the budget
would be overspent by theend of
the year.
"More money was spent in
certain areas than I thought
should have been," she commented.
CURRENTLY
"WE'RE
looking closely at expenditures
in the plant area. Some decisions

official notice
All classes are cancelled

Monday, Feb. 16, in honor of
George Washington's birthday. This year marks the
144th anniversary ofhis birth.
Returningstudents must reapply for financial aid for the
1976-77 academic year. The
application deadline for returning students is April 1,
1976.
Returning students must
file a PCS or SFS, a S.U.
application for aid anda basic
grant application. Files must
be complete in the financial
aid office by April 1 to ensure
maximum consideration for
aid.

Ryan takes
brief leave

Bill Stevens

Joe Gardiner, now director of
plantmanagement,said he didn't
want to speculate on why
Stephens resigned. "Idon'tknow
why he resigned," he commented.
THE PRESIDENT'S cabinet

met last week to consider issuing
a formal statement on Stephens'
resignation. It decided to say

nothing because there wasn't
anything to say, Lawlor explained.

Currently Gardiner is in
charge of operations while Dan
Mahoneyis responsible for personnel, duties formerly under
Stephens' jurisdiction.
It this setup works well, anew
business manager will not be
hired.
"I'm optimistic the current
plan will work well," Lawlor
said. He added no permanent
decision will be made until June
30.

Fine arts option

Majority chairmen call for reconsideration
accepted this proposal which was
announced on Jan. 26 as a new
executive committee of the regulation for students of both
College of Arts and Sciences Arts and Sciences and Nursing,
voted ten for, six against andone to take effect spring quarter.
The department chairmen
abstaining last Wednesday to
accept fine arts as part of an within Arts and Sciences exoption to the core requirements pressed various views on the
for that College only if five institution of regulation.
Objections seem to be based
credits were added to the core.
Regardless of this vote, James on the effect of deletion of the
Powers, S.J., dean of Arts and present literature requirement,
Sciences, sustained his original each department's flexibility,
proposal to add fine arts as an and a desire to see more inoption to English literature or vestigation into finding alterhistory core requirements natives in order to include fine
without expanding the number arts.
of core credits.
JAMES GOODWIN,S.J., soWILLIAM GUPPY, aca- ciology chairman, said, "Iwould
demic vice president, originally like toseeit (fine arts)included in
by Nathalie Weber
A majority of members of the

the core, but I don't think it
should replace oneof the English
literatures or a survey course in
history. In a high-class liberal
arts college, you should have at
least one English lit.on a college
levelandan overview of history."
Goodwin said he favored expanding thecore credits from the
present 65 required credits to 70.
The academic council is an
advisory body consisting of
representatives from the schools,
faculty senate and student body
of S.U. It deals with academic
standards, long-range academic
planning and goals, graduation
requirements and curriculum.
James Reichmann, S.J.,
philosophy chairman, agrees
that the core requirements

Tender Land' operetta to perform at S.U.
S.U.s production of Aaron
Copland's operetta, "The Tender
Land" is unique in several ways.
The performance is scheduled
for Feb. 25,26, 27 and March 2,4
and 6 in Teatro Inigo, campus
playhouse.
Richard Wilson, part-time
S.U. fine arts faculty member
and director of the operetta,said
S.U. asked for and received
specialpermission from Copland
to perform the production with
onlypianoaccompaniment. This
has never been done before, he
said.
ANOTHER added dimension
to the production is the use of
professional people in the lead
roles. They have donated their
time, Wilson commented. He
explained the major roles require
much skill, more than found on
the college level.
Bill Livingston, a past winner
of the Cecilia Schultzand Seattle
Metropolitan Opera awards,and
a talented performer, in Wilson

opinion, will play the lead role.
Thirty-five S.U. students are
involved in the operetta. They
will play the lesser roles, sing in
the chorus and handle the
technical work.

WILSON pointed out the
students have a unique learning
opportunity working with the
professional performers.
"This performance opens the
University and fine arts department so that it can be observed
and hopefully taken in by the
community of artists in the
Greater Seattle area," Wilson
said. It also follows S.U.s
president's plan for getting involved with the community, he
added.
Wilson is looking for a good
crowd response to the production. Royalties of $100 a night
must be paid to Copland. For
this reason tickets willcost $3,he
said.

shouldbe expanded to 70 credits
and would like reconsideration
of Power's decision.
"I think it would bebest that it
go through the academic council," Reichmann said.
JAMES ROYCE, S.J.,
strongly favors the addition of
fine arts but not at the expenseof
English literature.
"Somehow, I just can't
stomach the thought ofa student
graduating from this University
without a literature course,"
Royce said.
Alexander McDonald, S.J.,
English chairman, said, "A very
vital question is 'Can we say we
have provided a liberal arts
education to a person who
graduates without any
literature?'" McDonald said the
decision is based on a matter of
priorities.
John R. Talevich, journalism
(Continued on page 3)

Candidate
forum Fri.

A meet-the-candidate forum
for all persons running in the
ASSU winter elections is
scheduled for 2 p.m. tomorrow
in Tabard Inn.
Candidates for ASSU executive positions, judicial board
and senate seats willpresent their
platforms. A question and
answer period will follow. Free
refreshments will be served.
All candidates must attend.
The event is sponsored by the
Veteran's club.
A total of 25 persons are vying
for the various positions. Three
persons are contending for each
of the four ASSU executive
positions; three for senateseat 6
and two each for senate seats 5,7
and 8.

Letters to the editor

Editorials

Once people said
what they meant
Once upon a time a Spectator reporter fell asleep and
dreamed people always meant what they said or said what
they meant.
Unfortunately, when the reporter woke up he discovered
the ideal situation rarely arises.
That point has been made clear to The Spectator the past
couple of weeks.
IN ONE CASE an administrator evaded a reporter's
questions by rephrasing the questions and constructing the
answers to suit what he felt was appropriate.
James Powers, S.J., dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, misrepresented and left out information in the
interview on the core option printed in last week's Spectator.
Irate faculty made The Spectator aware of the fact.
The second case is more grating, however.
Rumors of plantmanagement's problems have been flying
for weeks. The Spectator asked Dr. Virginia Parks, vice
president of business and finance, for the answers.
Her answers weren't specific but she gave reasons for why
she couldn't provide specific information.
BUT WHY WAS George Behan, director of public
relations, at the interview? To quell Parks' fear of dealing
with the press for the first time, Behan later said.
It doesn't seem good common sense to transmit the idea
that plant management has minor problems, then have the
public relations director change the subject or digress from
the reporter's question to Parks during an interview.
It's also hard to believe the situationis "peaches'n* cream"
when the public relations director tells a reporter to ask
Parks blunt questions, then answers most of the questions
himself.
OTHER ADMINISTRATORS could help us clear up
misconceptions about situations by being blunt with us.
There's nothing wrong with admitting a mistake.
Otherwise, maybe the reporter can go back to sleep and
dream of a time when everyone was straightforward.

..

Have it your
way— VOTE
Perhaps the foremost activity of students is complaining
about the University and how it doesn't meet their needs.
Perhaps the foremost frustration of students is seeingnothing
get done when they complain. Yet, tljey continue to view
complaining as the primary way to voice their opinions. It's
time they looked elsewhere.
Next week, ASSU elections will be held. Four senators
will be elected, and ASSU president, first vice president,
second vice president, and treasurer. Here is a chance to voice
your opinion effectively. By voting.
THE ASSU EXISTS to serve the students. It is responsible for putting on student activities, and funding clubs and
organizations. It also funds the yearbook and the campus
newspaper. It is the student government which is charged with
establishing the student's needs and seeing to it that they are
met. This year it has worked on activities, social issues,
educational quality and student employment.
According to the comprehensive survey recently undertaken by the provost's office, students' needs are unmet in
many areas. Most likely, your needs are unmet in some areas.
AND, IN PART, it's your fault. Over 3,000 students
attend this University. In last year's election, 337 voted. The
rest don't have the right to complain.
Primary elections are next Tuesday, final elections next
Thursday and Friday. Polling places are open inthe Chieftain
and the L.A. building until 2 p.m. and in Bellarmine Hall and
the library until 6 p.m.lt only takes a few minutes to vote.
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To the editor:
The Spectator was certainly
napping when it endorsed Fr.
James Powers'decision tooffer a
fine arts option to the already
mandatory English and history
core.
The newspaper apparently
"bought" Fr. Powers' glib circumlocutions.
There was no follow-up on the
dean's assertion that "it doesn't
take anything out of the core;"
that "of the sixteen department
chairmen, only three had reservations on instating the fine arts
option;" that Fr. Powers could
assume general approval before
sending the proposal to William
A. Guppy; that the English and
history departments are principally upset because they "look
at it from the understandable
self-preservation way;" that Fr.
McDonald's objection to "the
previous polling" was a concern
chiefly about voting dynamics;
that Fr. McDonald's failure to
comment to The Spectator
before the second executive
meeting was a guage of anything
other than his feeling that it
would be inappropriate to comment in the paper on an issue
which was not resolved.
Inpoint of fact,the new option
would make it possible for an
S.U. student to go through four
years ofa liberal arts education
without ever having taken a
literature course.
Fr. Powers knows this;healso
knows the problems with the
polling technique he employed,
the unhappiness of the academic
council and the department
chairmen with his proposal, and
the fact that he precisely could
not assume general approval
before presenting his proposal to
Dr. Guppy.
He further should suspect that
his own failure to address the
issue openly could pit department against department or even
lay-faculty against Jesuit-faculty
while he himself could step quietly into the background, after
having skirted or overridden the
professional established
mechanisms for such a change.
His subsequent minimization
of the real issues, a style approaching cynicism, is less than
admirable, and virtually indefensible.
Fr. Don Foran, S.J.

have observed this quality of
education.
The focus of the department
will be narrowed due to the loss
of Carol. The ability of the
department to offer a variety of
calsses to the students will be
hindered. Class sizes will be increased, almost eliminating any
meaningful discussion. Her
classes give the student a greater
chance tolook at themselves and
others around them.
Since psychology is the study
ofhumans and not just the quantitative measurement of that
humanism, Ithink it veryimportant that an institution such as
Seattle University, which highly
values human beings, should
also work to retain professors
whocarry these values over into
their classes.
Sincerely,
Joe Lagen

essential
To the editor:
Imust object to your disastrously short-sighted editorial
of last week in support of Fr.
Powers' decision allowing Arts
and Sciences students to substitute a five credit fine arts
course for one of their English or
history core requirements.
You seem unaware of the
dramatic decline in S.U.
students' verbal scores on
graduate school admissions
tests. There is a need for greater
emphasis onskillsin written and
verbal expression. Indeed,Iwill
categorically state that the

Tom Patten

fhursday, February 12, 1976/ The Spectator

development of these skills are
essential for the humanities student. S.U. has a vital interest in
tis students' ability to articulate
the increasingly unpopular
values for which it stands.
However, S.U. students are
becomingincreasingly unable to
do just that.
Likewise, you seem unaware
of the dangerous loss of a sense
of history by our society. Our
concern for "future shock" has
blinded us to the necessity for
understanding our pastorigins. I
will again state categorically that
a sense of history is essential for
the humanitiesstudentand that a
greateremphasis on such a consciousness should be communicated by mandatory core
requirements in history.
Ido not necessarily think we
have the best possible history
and English departments. I
question the worth of allowing
students tostudy modernhistory
without having first studiedboth
ancient and medieval history.
Further, Ihave heard several
complaints that English
professors do not require their
students to write enough. But
editorials should should be
written urging the improvement
of the history and English
curricula, not their (partial)
abandonment.
In conclusion,Icontend that
Fr. Powers' decision, and your
endorsement of it, areill-advised
and shortsighted.
Sincerely,
Rod Harmon

SWEEP workshop
aids job skills
A Statewide Effective to help persons assess job skills.
SWEEP stresses selfProgram
Employment
(SWEEP) free job-finding assessment, sources of employworkshop, sponsored by the ment information, resume
state is scheduled Feb. 17 writing, approaches to
through Feb. 20 in Barman 1 12 employers, interviews, job attitudes and the job market.
"IT'S NOT restricted to S.U.
Susan Hunter, director of Career Planning and
Placement, said. "People from
the community are welcome to
attend. The purpose is to help a
person see what his capabilities
and skills are."
The workshop has been
offered at S.U. at least once a
quarter this school year. Hunter
said. There is a limit of 33 participants in the workshop, she
added.
"SWEEP is a concentrated
survival course, one in which the
participant is the product,"
Hunter said.
Interested students are asked
to contact Hunter at the Career
Planning and Placement Office.
students,"

concern

To the editor:
I would like to express my
concern over the non-renewal of
Miss Carol McLaughlin's contract. She has been one of the
most outstandingprofessors that
Ihave encountered in the five
years I've been going to school.
As a psychology major, Iwas
really upset over this news
because she expresses herselfin a
manner which always lets me
know where the text book and
her own personalexpressions are
coming from. This is a quality
which I don't encounter very
often.
I, as a student, am paying the
price for a quality education,and
Iexpect quality professors. Iam
a transfer student and havebeen
here at S.U. for three quarters.I
Sincere and conscientious young
expected a higher caliber of in- Students to relax and take a break
after
S.U.
home
men and women seeking to better
$1.25
pitchers
struction, and through the two
games. Also Friday noon 'till six. mankind. Living expenses provided.
Carol,
I
from
classes I've taken
Sundance 1021 E. Pike. Party kegs Opportunity to travel. Extensive

Classifieds

I

..
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leadership training. Call 9-5, 525-

only $24.

Professional Adviser Bob Campbell
Faculty Moderator . Steve Kuder, S.J.
Chris Bierman
Reporters
Suzanne Bradley, Susan Burkhardt.
Collins,
Casey
Cathy Gaynor, Ken
GoldTtan, Virginia Grosso, Jean
Kohlman, Jeannie Murray, Glenn
Nelson, Tom Parker. Colleen Rahill,
John Wilson, Teresa Wipple
Uwas

napping

■'

[Spectrum
TODAY
Spectator: I p.m. meeting,
third floor McCusker. New
members welcome.
TUESDAY
A Phi O's: 6:30 meeting in
Alumni House basement.

Kilidozer: No cheap devices to waste
class time today. We've got your

number.

——
■

Karen— Stay tuned next week when
you'll hear the fans yell: What the
heck were we supposed to write
here?

Humlm^Lj
74 128SL FIAT. Excel, cond. Offers
accepted. 365-6681.

4854.

\
a lady, good driver, live in, wages,

—

light house work, references. Call
evenings. Phone 524-4234.

■

T^TM

Two bedroom house nearS.U., $150.
Im525-6329 after 5. Available
"
mediately.

Recruitment raises enrollment; student gpa up
by Gary Carlton
S.U. is in better shape
academically and enrollmentwise than ever before, according
to Paul Seely, director of admisssions.
Seely judges this basically on
enrollment trends of thelast four
years. Even though it is too early
to tell, S.U. is two to three per
cent ahead of 1974 in applicants
accepted, he said; S.U.s best
year. Seely added that it is due to
the growing awareness of
students, faculty andadministration in helping recruit students.

"IF THERE ever was
something Iwant to emphasize,
the admissions office has ceased
to be a recruiting arm," he said.
"It's a representative kind of
work,it's getting out and tellinga
story; but we have to have the
guts, the material to present,and
that's where the students
themselves, the faculty, and
programs we proport to have
make it all worthwhile."
The faculty, administration,
and alumni aremuch moreactive
in the follow-up of prospective
students than ever before, he
said. In 1974, enrollment increase was a result ofadministration, faculty, and students
following up and instituting new
programs. Combined with the
largest number in the freshman
and second largest transfer
iss, enrollment increased.
"S.U. is getting a better stunt pool than ever before," he
said. "Combined with better
faculty and student awareness of
their role in recruiting, the situation looks good.

per cent of the population in
1974 was above 3.0. This year it
has increased to 67 per cent, he
said.
"It is apparent that a student
will have a much more difficult
time maintaining a lofty high
school gpa at 5.U.," he said.
"Less than 46 per cent of the total
undergraduate class has better
than a 3.0 average while twothirds ofthe freshman class of'7s
were above 3.0."
Seely said S.U. could be
classified as an institution that
requires more academic rigor
than its admission standards indicate.
"S.U. is a competitive school
and it's working not only with
numbers, but also with quality of
students," he added.

"I THINK we're headed in the
right direction. We're bettering
ourselves while at the same time
we're stabilizing. We must make
it work in quality, not just
numbers," Seely said.
Seely said he believes too
much emphasis has been placed
on headcount as a measure of
enrollment. People have jumped
to conclusions too soon on the
decreasing enrollment for fall
'75.
"The tuition increase hurt us
the most, of course," Seely said.
"However, many students
deferred admission and came
winter quarter instead of fall. I'd
much rather see a stable enrollment than lose everything winter
we gained during the fall." Fall
quarter went down 200 students,
but S.U.was muchbetter off fall
to winter this year than last, he
said. "Itis much better to keepa
THE same time,quality of stable population figure."
idents is better than before, he
ENROLLMENTS tend to
id. Judging from the 1975
freshmen class, the average gpa stabilize and fold themselves, acand SAT scores increased from cording to Seely. In thelast three
last year. Student gpa has in- years, S.U. has kept a healthy
creased from 3.16 to 3.21andthe number of students; between
average SAT composite score is 2,400-3,500.
"I don't panic if a loss is
1000 compared with the national
average of 923. In addition, 59 minimal, if it is small in corn-

Kiss
KAT

Reconsideration call.
(Continued from Page I)

the students and this one is."
five credits to the core reKAGI,
quirements. It is not practical in
HERBERT
journalism, he said, to eliminate community services and police
a literature course. He favors science chairman, said that his
adding fine arts to the core but departments are flexible enough
tohandle the option and that fine
not substituting it for literature.
arts offers the kinds of values for
ROGER
BLANCHETTE. which the core strives.
J., theology chairman, said,
Dr. George Kunz, psychology
chairmen,
that
not
convinced
all
also maintains the op"I'm
possibilities have been sufficient- tion is for the students'benefit. "I
ly explored. There might be may make it required that the
other designs even within the 65- psychology majors take
-credit requirement thathave not literature when the option goes
been investigated." Blanchette into effect," Kunz said. "So I'm
also advocates recommendation not cutting out literature, but I
also want that option for them to
by the academic council.
Dr. Ekkehard Petring, take art courses."
All department chairmen
rehabilitation chairman, does
not favor the addition of five emphasized the value offine arts,
credits to the requirements although they did not agree on
because there are enough re- how to handle it in the core.
quired courses,he said. Petring
SINCE POWERSmaintained
supports more investigation and
said the academic council should his position, some members of
the executiveboard have drafted
be consulted.
Those members who uncon- and delivered a letter to Guppy
ditionally supported Powers' stressing the majority vote for
proposal largely held that the reconsideration of the proposal.
fine arts option was a beneficial Guppy also chairs the academic
council.
choice for the students.
Guppy said he has made no
Mary Ridge, general studies
director, said,"I'd like to see fine further decisions about the
arts as part of the core re- proposal and does not intend to
quirements, but I regret it has call a meeting of the academic
had to come to an either-or council.
Next week:an in-depth look at
situation. My only concern is
what would bea good option for the academic council.

parison to the stable popula- with the types of programs S.U. Northwest and many colleges
tion," he said. "Don't lose your is offering and the number of across the country," he said.

mind because things may vary credit hours given, Seely said.
100 here or 100 there. If you
"The question now is, 'what
don't know what that 100 means,
you don't know whether you kind of jobarewe doing?* Weare
re-evaluating ourselves when we
should panic or not."
are stable. I'm pretty proud of
In the past, the question has what we've done the last two
always been, "How many heads years. As long as we keep re.do you have?" Now, the ad- evaluating our situation, we can
ministration is more concerned compete with any college in the

S.U. ismore realistic about its
situation now, he said. The attitude is not one of "we've got it
made" but one of "we'll make it
work." Seely said he is not aware
of the struggle to meet the cost of
tuition. But he said he is convinced it is worthwhile to stay
here.

Senate meeting

Polling booth biases votes
Two senators argued for the
removal of the polling booth
from Bellarmine Hall at the
ASSU senate meeting last Sunday evening.
Senators Bill Barker and
Leonard Youngfelt the presence
of a voting booth in Bellarmine
biasedtheelection resultsagainst
off-campus students.
All the polling places should
close at the same time. Barker
added. He said one off-campus
student lost an election last
quarter because of voting at
Bellarmine after the other polls
had closed.
OTHER senators felt voting
should beencouraged as much as
possible and pointed out that
anyone could vote at Bellarmine,
not only dorm students.
It was suggested as a solution
that a voting booth be put in the
library and left openas the same
hours as the Bellarmine booth.
ASSU first vice president. Bob
Casey said it wouldbe done, but
the Bellarmine polling booth
would remain this election
because many students are ac-

information bulletin board
will be set up. Dirk Bartram,
student and minority affiars
committee member, said.
One is already available from
plant management,he said, and
should be put up away from the
Chieftain with a glass plate
protecting the posted informaACCORDING to Joe Straus, tion. His committee also plans
chairman of structures and ASSU suggestion boxes to be
organizations, the revised code is placed around campus.
Steve Jager, Homecoming
designed to correct the deficiencies that resulted in an election chairman, reported on
dispute last quarter as well as to Homecoming. The Homecomeliminate out-of-date provisions. ing Ball will be at Campion to
In an officer's report, Bob allow bigger entertainment and
Casey announced he had receiv- decoration budget.
ed a favorable reply from the
HE ALSO announced the
faculty senate regarding the
proposed teacherevaluation that ASSU executive board had
the ASSU recommended to be voted to eliminate the
Homecoming queen contest
conducted by the University.
Casey also responded to a because it wasan empty tradition
complaint that, not enough and nocounterpart wasavailable
publicity had been given to the for men.
upcoming elections. He said
In other business,Jim Walker
publicity
proposed
the allocation of $1,enough
there has been
but the elections haven't been -000 to the ASSU to purchase a
talked up enoughby the ASSU. "decent" sound system for ASSU
and Tabard Inn events. The
IN ORDER to better inform measure will be voted on next
students of campus activities,an week.
customed to voting there in the
afternoon.
The subject of polling places
arose when the structures and
organizations committee
reported on itsproposed revision
of the election code, to be voted
on next week.

COMMELcvJIAL

chairman, alsoadvocates adding

t

grab a position

Rainier Bankchecks are available in a wide
variety of styles and colors.

|{\l\IIKliV\K
Member F.D.I.C.

Want a few extra bucks or some added credits? The
Spectator now has paying positions as advertising manager
or business manager, and credit-earning positions in
photography. Weareanxious to fill these positions. Call626-6850.
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PRELIMINARY LIST OF CLASSES OFFERED
IN SUMMER SCHOOL 1976
(June 21-August 13)

'Fascination, theme

Summer school schedules willbe available shortly after March 1 and may be pickedup
at the Registrar's Office. The University reserves the right to cancel classes with
insufficient enrollment.
Ed 561A—Adult
Vocational Evaluation
ALCOHOL STUDIES
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But 507— Administrative Practices
Bu. 509-lntroduction to Information

Bu. 530-Managerial Accounting
Bu. 533-Contempor.ry Accounting and Its

BuTwnrPlanning Managers
Bu. 539-Research Accounting
Bu. 540-Managena Finance
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Bu* 575— International Trade and
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Bus 579— Research Environment
Bu. 510— Organizational Structure and
Behavior
Bu. 581— Administrative Social Communication
Bu. 584— Comparative Administration
Bin 585— Management of Change
Bu. 589— Research Behavioral
Bus S9oY— Special Topics
Bus 590XA— Marketing Principles
Bu* 590KB— Legal Environment Business
Bus 590XC—Macroeconomics
But 599-Research
CHEMISTRY
Ch 100— Science. Technologyandthe Quality of Life
Ch 235— OrganicChemistry I
Ch 238— Organic Chemistry II
Ch 291A —Developmental Chemistry
Ch 291Y— Special Topics
Ch 292— Special Topics
COMMUNITY SERVICES
CS 378— Field Experience I
CS 379— Field Experience II
CS 380— Field Experience 111
CS 478— Coordinating Seminar I
CS 479 Coordinating Seminar II
CS 491 Factors of Human Growth
CS 498— Independent Study
ECONOMICS
Ec 271 Principles of Economics Macro
Ec 472 International Trade Development
EDUCATION— FuIITerm
Ed 322 Psychology of Development
Ed 510 Fundamental CounselingSkills
Ed 513— Counseling Theories
Ed 520— CounselingInternship I
Ed 521— CounselingInternship II
Ed 537-Curriculum Independent Study
Ed 538— Curriculum Field Study
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Ed 578— Adult Education Field Internship
Ed 579-Adult Education Graduate Pro| ect
Ed 590-Administrative Internship I
Ed 591-Administrative Internship II
Ed 592— Administrative Internship 111
Ed 596— Administrative Graduate Project
Ed 597— Administrative Independent Study
Ed 599— Thesis
Ed 600— Workshop in Education Leadership
EDUCATION-Flr.t Term

—

-

(June 21-July 16)
Ed 335 Early Childhood Kindergarten
Ed 401A—Elementary mathematics Methods
Ed 401B— Elementary Social Studies

Methods
Ed 424— Introduction to Learning Disabilities
Ed 427— Teaching Moderately Retarded
Langauge
Ed 428— Special Education

-

—

Development

Ed 500 Introduction to Research and
Graduate Study
Ed 501— Philosophy of Education
Ed 503— ComparativeEducation
Ed 512— Informational Services in Guidance
Ed 522— Child Psychology Learning
Ed 527— Measurement in Psychology and
Education
Ed 530— Practicum Curriculum Design in
Elementary Education
Ed 531 Practicum. Curriculum Design in
SecondaryEducation
Ed 532— Field Practicum in Reading
Ed 534 Seminar Teaching of Reading
Ed 540 Fundamentals of Curriculum
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FA 102 Fine Arts "- Drama
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PUBLIC SERVICES
Pub 450— Introduction to Research
Pub 460— Introduction to Economics
Pub 470— Readings in Public Service
Pub 505— Legal Environment
Pub 525/26/27— Human Perspectives In
Public Service
Pub 580— Principlesof Public Management
Pub 585— Management of Change
REHABILITATION
Phb 100— Introduction to Rehabilitation
Rhb 210— Field Experience
Rhb 310— Field Experience
Rhb 410— Field Experience
Rhb 491— Terminal Illness and Rehabilitation
Rhb 520— Group Process/Rehabilitation
Rhb 530/531— Practicum— Rehabilitation
Rhb 540— Internship— Rehabilitation
SPEECH
Sph 491— Workshop— Interpersonal Communication
(Dr 491)

Sc
Sc
Sc
Sc
Sc

101—
200—
256—
280—
362—

SOCIOLOGY

Fundamentals of Sociology
Perspectives in Social Psychology
Criminology

UrbanCommunity
Deviant Behavior
THEOLOGY AND
RELIGIOUS STUDIES

RS 200— Judaeo-Christian Origins
RS 215— Theology of St John
RS 220— Theology of St Paul
RS 320— Fundamental Themes in Theology
RS 491— TheArtof Christian Contemplation
RS 492— American Covenant Theology
RS 493— 1d01sof1976: Theologyof American
Culture
RS 494— Marriage and Divorce— Moral
Problems
Pntor.l Institute tor Social Ministry
RS 291ZA— The Church and Its Mission
RS 492ZA— A ParishOffice of Social Action
RS 493ZA— Ministry tothe SociallyAlienated
RS 494ZA— Use of Power As Ministry
SUMORE GRADUATE CLASSES
RS 502— Religious Perspective of Psychology

Orien,alism

M3-S,udies

Art 334/5/8--Graphics
Art 346/7/B— Painting
Art 351/2/3— Sculpture
Art 370— Arts and Crafts in Schools
Art 491— The Creator in All of Us
DRAMA
Dr 491 Interpersonal Communication

—

Workshop
(Sp 491XA)

MUSIC
MU 110— Piano Lessons
Mv 111— Vocal Lessons
Mv 114— Music Fundamentals and Methods
Mv 123— Classical Guitar
Mv 291— Music Fundamentals and History
Mv 491— Education Methods in Music
Mv 491— Choral Conducting
Mv 493— Selection of Choral Literature
FOREIGNLANGUAGES
Fr 115/25/35— French Language I,11, 111
Fr 450— Methodology of Teaching the
French Language
Fr 451— Teaching French Culture and
Civilization
Fr 452 LanguageImprovement
Gr 115/25/35— German Language I. 11. 11 l
Gr 415 Contemporary German Literature
Gr 425 Survey of German Literaturebelore
1900
Gr 435— Contemporary Literature— Tragedy
and Comedy
II101/2/3 Italian in Rome
Ja 115/25/35— Japanese Language I.11. 11 l
Sp 115/25/35— SpanishLanguage I.11, 111
H IITH Nn PHV
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PHYSICALEDUCATION

—
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RS 505— Sacramental Theology
RS 506— Communication Workshop
RS 507— Conflict Resolution
RS 508— Groups and Organizations
RS 510— Theologies of the New Testament
RS 511— Modern Catechetics
RS 512 —Introduction to Pastoral Ministry
RS 530— Christian uospels and Tradition
RS 532— Pauline Theology
RS 545— Church As a Historical Community
RS 555— Modern Moral Problems
RS 568— Transactional Analysis
RS 570— Pastoral Counseling
RS 571— History olJesus
RS 576— 01dTestament Seminar
RS 580— Practicum Research
RS 590 American Church
RS 591— Contemporary Prayer
RS 592— Special Topics

—

SAVE A
FRIEND'S LIFE.
FOR ADIME.
For freeinformation, write to:
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345

Rockville. Maryland20852
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HEALTH
HI 402-Health Record Systems
HI 422-Medical Terminology
Hl 440/41— Practicum
Hl 455— Communication Skills
HI 491— Health Inlormation ComputerSymposium

HI 492A-Health Care Review
HI 4928- Problem Oriented Medical Record
HI 495 Problem Solving and Uecison Mak-
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ing

HISTORY
Hs 101— Western Culture
Hs 102— Western Culture II
Hs 103— Western Culture 111
HS 231— Survey United States
H. 281— Survey Far East
H. 341-Pacific Northwest
HS 391 XA Comparative Independent
Movements

—

--

(H. 598XA)

H. 491XA— TheAmerican Dream
(Hs 598X8)

-

Hs 532— United Slates National
JOURNALISM
Jr 491— Press and Presidency
Jr 497— Independent Study
MATHEMATICS
Mt101 Intermediate Algebra
Mt 118— College Algebra Business
Mt 130— Elements of Calculus for Business
Mt 175— Mathematics for Liberal Arts Student
Mt 200— Theory of Arithmetic
MILITARY SCIENCE
MS 204 Army ROTC Basic Camp
MS 304— Army ROTC Advance Camp
PHILOSOPHY
PI 110— Philosophical Problems World
PI 220— Philosophical Problems Man
PI 250— Ethics
PI 293— Albert Camus: The Ethic of Absurdi-

—

-

—
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Ed 546— Seminar in Mental Retardation
Ed 555 Practicum: Learning Disabilities
Ed 562— Seminar on Adult Basic Education
Ed 563— Vocational Education
lastructional
Ed 571— Seminar on CommunityCollegeInstructional Problems
Ed 572— Foundation in Adult Education
ty
Ed 581 Elementary School Administration
PHYSICS
Ed 582— Secondary School Administration
Ph 110— Introduction to Astronomy
Ed 584 School Law
Ph 111— Introductory Stellar Astronomy
Ed 587— School Public Relations
POLICE SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION— Second Term
PSA 302— Deviant Behavior
(July 19-Augu.t13)
Ed 375— Literature for Early Childhood
PSA 491A—Modern Law Enlorcement
Ed 425— Psychology ol the Exceptional PSA 491B— Law Enforcement- Public Policy
Child
PSA 498— Independent Study
PSA 499— Field Experience
Ed 492— Literature for Multicultural Educalion
POLITICALSCIENCE
Ed 500— Introduction to Research and
PI. 160— American National Government
PI. 280— The Judicial Process
Graduate Study
PI. 391— US Foreign Policy
Ed 501— Philosophy of Education
PI. 438— Contemporary World Politics
Ed 523— Adolescent Psychology Learning
'
Seminar
Pl* 491XA— Press and the Presidency
Ed 524
in Behavior Disorders
PI. 491XB— The American Dream Past and
Ed 528— Psychological Tests
Present
Reading
Diagnosis
Ed 533—
and Evaluation
Ed 535— Reading in Content Fields
PI. 491C—Britain and the US Whose
Ed 536— Supervision of Instruction
Bicentennial?
Ed 541— Seminar in Elementary Curriculum
PSYCHOLOGY
Ed 542— Seminar inJunior HighCurriculum
to Psychology
Ed 543-Seminar in Senior High Curriculum
P»» 100— Introduction
Statistics I
Ed 552-Learning Disabilities: Special
P»» 201—
Personality
Adjustment
210—
P*v
Methods

-
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P»y 315— Abnormal Psychology
Psy 322— Growth and Development
P.y 491— Family Therapy
Psy 493 Teacher, Parent and Child
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-
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pion's many facilities, there will
be plenty of dance and seating
room and tickets will be kept at
relatively low prices, he said. In
keeping with this year's
Homecoming theme of
"Fa-scination," extensive
decorating has been planned for
Ball.
the dance, he added.
Beginning the ASSU"We're going to try to createa
sponsored Homecoming week,a uniqueatmosphere so you won't
Tabard Inn Night will beheld 8 even know you're at Campion,"
p.m. Monday. S.U.talent will be publicity chairperson, Maureen
featured, and admission price is Haggerty said.
$1 with available refreshment.
Decor will include a water
fountain, live trees and a bridge
HYPNOTIST Gregory Cady scene. A bar, buffet and
will put on his show 7:30 p.m. photographer also will be
Tuesday night, at Pigott featured. Dance tickets are on
Auditorium. Tickets are SI.
sale today for S3 a single and $5
At 7 p.m. Wednesday night, per couple. They are available at
Pigott Auditorium, the classical the Bellarmine desk, ASSU offilm program will present Akira fice, and the Chieftain.
Kurosawa's 1950 masterpiece,
"Rashomon." Tickets are $l for
THE FINAL Homecoming
non-season ticket holders.
event will be the basketball
Highlighting all the week'sex- primer Saturday night, 5-7 p.m.
citement is the Homecoming Ball in Tabard Inn before the Santa
at Campion Tower after the FriClara game.
day night basketball game
There willbe no Homecoming
against San Francisco. queen and court this year for the
Providing the music for S.U.s first time. According to Jager,
only semi-formal/ formal dance
the Homecoming committee
willbe "Gabriel,"aSeattle group fluctuated indeciding whetheror
that has just recorded an album
not to have one,but finally voted
for ABC Records. The five- against it.
member local rock band will play
Also for the first time, no
from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
student-alumni acitivities willbe
"A LOT of people have sponsored at this year's
negative reactions about having Homecoming. Reason for thisis
the dance at Campion this year, the alumni's rejectionof the combut there are good reasons for mittee's offer for alumni to parit," Homecoming chairperson ticipate in S.U.s student
Homecomingevents.
Steve Jager said.

"Fascination" will take over
S.U. next week when Homecoming '76 is launched.
Lasting the week of Feb. 16-21, the annual celebration will
include a series of specially
planned events, climaxing with
the traditional Homecoming
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—
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$500 million dollars.
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Earl Milnes, retired agent, explains FBI
as an administrator in the
FBI he was, "not surprisingly, a
devotee of Mr. (J. Edgar)
Hoover.
"1 think that history will
record Hoover as one ofthe great
Americans," he said,"despite the
flack that you listen to today."
HOOVER recently has been

criticized for using the FBI for
political purposes. The FBI
carried on a harassment campaign against Dr.Martin Luther
King and allegedly tampered
with the Rosenberg spy trial,
made political investigations for
the last six presidents,and refused to act against the Ku Klux

Choir Italian meal
andraffle Saturday

In addition, former presidential aide John Erhlichman
recently testified that former
President Nixon feared Hoover
would use FBI information to
blackmail him.
THE FBI is only an
"investigative organization" he
said. The bureau simply gathers
information and presents it to
the proper authorities, he said,
and has no part in the prosecution of cases.
"With regard to security
clearances, people sometimes
say, 'I was investigated and
cleared by the FBI,'" he said.
"That's a complete misnomer.
The FBI never approved
anybody for any position. They
simply accumulate the information and provide it to those who
make the decision."
Milnes then explained how
"the FBI actually solves cases."
THE OLD FBI television
series was accurate with regard
to equipment actually used and
procedure, he said, but the cases
aren't all solved in an hour and
they don't allend in a gun battle.
Milnes emphasized the
necessity of citizen cooperation
in a detailed explanation of two
cases: a bank robbery and the
famous Adolph Coorsmurder in
the early '60s.
In both cases, painstaking examination of testimony and
evidence eventually resulted in
the capture of the criminal.

by Joe Guppy
A defense of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation and an
explanation of its function was
presented by Earl Milnes, a
retired33-year veteran FBI agent
noon Wednesdayin Barman 102.
Speakingbefore about 25 people, Milnes said because ofhis 29

S.U. choir will hold it 6th
annual spaghetti dinner this
Saturday from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. in Campion Tower. The
dinner is traditionally the
money-raising event of the year
to benefit thechoir's annual tour.
This year, the S.U. choir and
chorale will tour Oahu, Hawaii
during spring break. The tour
will include appearances at
various high schools and military
bases.
The mealwill be preparedand
served by the members of the
choir. For entertainment, there
will be regular spot perfor-

Years

mances by the choir andchorale
during dinner.
A RAFFLE at the dinner will

include a first prize round-trip
ticket for two to Hawaii. Raffle
tickets may be purchased at the
door or from a choir member.
Tickets for the dinner are aS3
minimum donation for adults
and students, a $2 minimum
donation for children under 12,
and pre-school children are free.
Tickets are available at the door
or from a choir member. For
further information,call the fine
arts department at 626-6336.

Klan.

"THE SUCCESS of any law
enforcement age/icy is just as
great as you will let it be by
providing the information needed to solve thesecrimes,"—he said.
"Wedon't inthis country
and I
—
hope we never do have enough
law enforcement agents to watch
everyone all the time."
Under questioning, witnesses
often remember things they
thought they never knew, he
said.
After the speech, amember of
the audience questioned Milnes
about the possible misuse of files

in the computer of the National ment of Dr.Martin Luther King,
Crime Information System.
Milnes said he agreed with an
"Many people would say, FBI official who recently
'that's personal information testified before the Senate Inabout me.' Yes it is, and it's telligence Committee.
personal information about you
"They (the FBI) were wrong,"
because you're wanted by he said.
someone for violating the law,"
MILNES WAS questioned
he said.
after the presentation about
ASKED ABOUTfiles kepton alleged FBI abuses during the
war protesters during the Viet- Rosenberg spy trial.Jack Andernam war era, Milnes cited the son recently alleged in his
successful prosecution of Washington Post political
protestors who attacked the column that the FBI attempted
Seattle Courthouse in the late to force alast-minute confession
'60s.
from the Rosenbergs.
"Despite many of the things
Milnes said the Rosenbergs
you readin the press todayabout "were tried in the courts. They
the FBI, nobody was complain- had goodlawyers and they were
ing when the bricks were flying," given a chance to appeal."
he said.
The case could be dragged on
With regard to the harass- forever, he said.

f

Club information
alpha kappa psl
AlphaKappa Psi,professional
business fraternity, will presenta
series of speakers who will discuss various business topics during theclub's meetings. Meetings
will be open only to club
members.
John Madison, personnel
manager of the Seattle-First
Bank, will be guestspeaker at the
regular club meeting,7p.m.Feb.
17, in the upper Chieftain conference room.
Gene Williams, Perm Mutual,
and Melody O'Brien, Pacific
Northwest Bell, will speak on
professionalemployment opportunities in private industry.
Williams will speak at theMarch
2 club meeting and O'Brien,
March 30.

DR. DIXIELee Ray,assistant
of state, will be
featured speaker at the alumni
dinner at 7 p.m.,March 11,at the
Swedish Club.
secretary

Interested persons are invited

to join fraternity members for a
tour of KIRO-TV. The group
will meet at 2 p.m. Feb. 18 at
Pigott 156. Persons are asked to
provide their own transporta-

tion.

In other club activities,
members are reminded of the
pledge class social 6 p.m.
tomorrowat thehome ofRobert
Press,pledge,andalumni dinner
at 6:30 p.m. tonight at the
Swedish Club.

ski club

A trip to Target- and Jackson
Hole, Wyo., is planned by the

bus transportation, six days of
skiing and fivenights of lodging.
Ski club during spring break.
Those interested should sign
The group will leave at noon up inMarian 20IC. A meeting is
on March 13 from Seattle for the planned in the near future for
17-hour bus ride. The skiers will payment.
return to Seattle March 20.
Persons with questions should
call Steve Kuder,S.J.,626-5878;
TOTAL cost for the trip is Joe Claeys, 762-9320 or Chris
$137. This includes lift tickets, Stevens, 622-7921.
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A Complete, Modern Plant
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ASSU primary election scheduled Tuesday;
president
TIM BROWN, sophomore in
honors, is running for ASSU

president. Brown is an ASSU
senator, chairman of structures
and organizations committee
and former S.U. freshman class
president. He was also in charge
of coordinating two high schools
for HJR-19 and worked on
orientation.
Brown is runningfor president
because "aside from administrative duties, the
president's main responsibility is
toinitiate ASSU policy," he said.
"There are many areas where
students' needs should be met,"
Brown added. "Certainly the
provost's survey should serve as
a guideline for helping those
older, off-campus and minority
students who are dissatisfied.
More emphasis given in ASSU
spending to projects such as a
projector, van,sound system and
Chieftain renovation will enable
students to get their moneys
worth.
"We can better retain quality
faculty and courses by use of
mandatory courses and teacher
evaluations, possible merit pay,
and tenure accountability,"
Brown said.
JOE ROCKWELL, ajunior in
pre-law, is running for the office
of the president in order that he
"may once again contribute
myself to the fulfillment of the
needs of my fellow students."
Rockwell beganhis leadership
seven years agoand since then he
has served at S.U. on the University committee to select the
vice president for the students,
the finance committee and is
presently working as a member
of the Seattle Symphony committee and as ASSU treasurer.
"I am stressing prompt

deliberation on the issues:if you
want something done, ask the
busy man to do it.Time is made
precious in the unselfish utilization of it for the purposes of
many," he said.
He said he wants a new fine
arts building, reconstruction of
the Chieftain and increase in
work-study wages to meet inflated costs.
"A final and very important
implementation I will make is a
column in The Spectator on the
line of "The President's Report,"
a bi-weekly letter on the issues,
the possibilities, and the administrative reaction to the present," Rockwell said.
ANTHONY
junior in
philosophy, is running for the
office of the president because he
said "I possess the abilities to
function as a competent officer.
"I am an extroverted personality and would like to avail
my talents to as large a number
of students as possible. Consequently, the office of ASSU
president should allow me to
fulfill my desire to serve othersin
a monumental and worthy
capacity."
The points Wilson said he is
emphasizing are the promotion
of consanguinity among student
body, the institution of a variety
of activities which would appeal
to all segments of our student
population and the fruition of
the common good.
Wilson wasa member of Kappa League, which emphasizes
leadership and is presently in a
program of study which he feels
has amplypreparedhim for any
leadership position.
BRUCE

WILSON,

Joe Rockwell

Bruce Wilson

Michael Majerus

Joe Straus

Ronald Wilson

uss Cusak

John Krielkamp

Joanne McKay

Tim Brown

a

first vice president
MIKE MAJERUS, junior in made nonetheless, to involve a
political science and accounting, greaterpercentageof the student

is a candidate for first vice president.
"In my campaign I plan to
emphasize the policy of having
all or at least most of the senate
meetings meet in the form of
committees. Since the policy of
meeting in committees started,
much more has been done and
accomplished. Also, I would like
to see to it that the senators
before they run for the senate
know the responsibilities better
so that fewer or nopersonsresign
during their term," Majerussaid.
Majerus stated his experience
in student government is one of
important
his
most
qualifications.
JOE STRAUS, sophomore in
political science and pre-law major, is running for the office of
first vice president. Straus has
served insenate seat 5 and helped
coordinate HJR 19 at JFK High
School.
Straus feels that the ASSU is
taking some steps in the right
direction as a result of the recent
senate planning conference and
the influx of hard-working individuals.
"A continual effort should be

population," Straus said. He
added off-campus students are
not involved for a variety of
reasons.
Straus noted other points in
his campaign. He saidhe feels the
ASSU should assert itself more
in the academic sphere of the
campus. The ASSU also should
push for more and better advising and more examinationof
some department curriculum,
Straus said.

RONALD L. WILSON, a
freshman in general studies, is
running for first v.p.
"I am running for the office of
vice president in order to serve
the students and faculty of S.U.
Byencouraging certain functions
within the student body,it is my
desire to bring out our seemingly
characteristics
in
dormant
students, such as leadership and
social interaction. This I think
will not only help as to ourselves
but moreimportant help others,"
Wilson said.
"The job of the leader is to
make sure the student body isin
a position to do the things they
need."

Chris Bohan

judicial board
The ASSU primary election the Chieftain and L.A.
building.
is scheduled Tuesday.
The final election is next
Polling timesare 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. in the A. A. Lemieux Thursdayand Friday. Polling
Library and Bellarmine Hall times and places will be the
lobby and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.in same.

second vice president

RUSS CUSACK, junior in
community services, said, "I'm
running for second v.p.because 1
want to become more involvedin
campus activities and use my
past experiences in student
government,for the benefit ofall
students attending S.U."
Cusack was the student body
president for Sheldon Jackson
College and has been a student
senator, member of dorm
judicial board and a member of
the committee planning a mock
democratic convention at S.U.
6

Mike Brown

JERRY HOFER, sophomore
in political science; MARK
ROBERTS, sophomore in
political science, and JOHN
SHANNON, sophomore in
biology, are runningunopposed
for the four seats on the judicial
board

.

words, more of a concern for the perience, I have shown that 1
quality of these activities instead enjoy creating and planning
of their quantity," Kreilkamp events in all aspects that this
office requires," she said. "HavKreilkamp was actively in- said.
ing
carried out committed
throughout
volved in activities
programs of the previous second
high school and while at S.U. He
JOANNE McKAY, junior in v.p., I am experienced at adhas also organized activities under the office of second vice health information services, is ministering activities, and have
incumbent second v.p. McKay thought of many new ideas
president.
"Generally, 1 would like to see has worked on orientation and which I am beginning to work
JOHN KREILKAMP, the activities which arepresented Homecoming. She is organizer on. For example, the purchase of
Sophomore in general studies, on campus to be more selective in of DASSU and a member of the a film projector and the esrunning for second vice- regards to the musicians, executive committee of the ac- tablishment of reader boards on
each floor in the dorms."
president, said, "Iam interested speakers and movies which are tivities board.
my
"Through
previous
In
expresented
campus.
other
worthwhile
acon
in ureanizine

"The main thrust of mycampagin is to make the position of
second v.p. more responsive to
all students attending S.U. I
would do this by spending a half
hour of each day positioned in
the different dorm lounges on
campus to meet students andask
them for ideas," Cusack said.
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tivities which would draw a

greater number of students than
those of the past."

finals set for next Thursday and Friday
senate seat 5

treasurer
CHRIS BOHAN, a junior in
mathematics and psychology, is
also running for the position of
ASSU treasurer.
"Iam running because Ilike to
work in problem-solving
situations such as this, and I
enjoy working with people."
Bohan has worked on orientationand Homecoming, as well as
attending every senate meeting
this year.
He stressed one important
goal of his campaign. "The most
important goal of the ASSU
should be to increase the voice of
the student body, especially the
off-campus and older students.
To help accomplish this, it is
absolutely necessary to increase
the ASSU office hours," Bohan
said.
MIKE BROWN, junior in accounting, is running for the office of treasurer. Brown, a
member of Alpha Kappa Psi,
Alpha Phi Omegaand serving on
the Homecoming committee,
would like to see more involvement of the clubs in the
budgeting process.
Brown said his qualifications
for the office of treasurer lie in
his experience. "I have been an
officer of the Associated

Students of Business and financial co-chairman of orientation,
which made its first profit this
year. I'm the finance committee
chairman of the activities board,
which handles the $8,000 budget
of the second vice president's
office.
Brown said the treasurer
should "secure financing for
events andprojects and supervise
the budgeting of student
organizations and clubs."

ANDY DICK, junior in premed, is running for senateseat 5.

"As a senator, I would be
pushing for a tutoring program
that wouldbe structured enough
so that any student could find a
tutor without hassle."
Dick is serving as a floor
representativeand is chairman of
the improvement committee for
the dorm council. From this he
sees a need for the dorm council
and the ASSU to cooperatemore
often in sponsoring school funcKEVIN HENNESSY, one of tions.
three contenders for theoffice of
EARL M. LUCERO, junior
the treasurer, is a junior in
political science,is running for
in
Hennessy
economics.
said he
feels "the treasurer must ensure senate position 5.
"My wish to enter into the
the students of the fairest and
most responsible allocation of senate race was upon the simple
desire and motivation to be infunds possible."
some active facet
He hopestocontinue the work volved within
position
of
S.U.
The
Iseek isone
previous
by
of the
treasurer
"negotiating with the University where direct participation and
administration for the release of
interest income on those funds
which have been allocated to the
ASSU. The interest is presently
retained by the University."
Hennessy said, "If elected, I
will have regular office hours so
that Icanbe available to students
with ideas or complaints. The
door to my office will always be
open."

Andrew Dick

responsibility can be dealt with position. "I can only strive in a
in the most direct and effective genuine sense of diligence and
hard work tohope toaccomplish
manner."
Lucero said he had no ex- anything for the benefit of the
perience directly related to this student body," Lucero said.
SSSSSSS-:*

1

If

If

Polling 9 a.m. to 6p.m. in A. A.
Lemieux Library and Bellarmine
|
Hall lobby; 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
senate seat 6
ARNZEN, not a lack of activities, but the
Chieftain and L.A. building.

MAUNA
freshman honors student, is running for senate seat 6 because she
"feels that student government is
important and that Ican make a
valuable contribution to the
senate."
Arnzen, active in high school
student council, wants to try to
get more student input and involvement in the senate.
"Too many S.U. students are
not aware of what the senate is
doing,or whatit can do," Arnzen
said.
DAVE HAMMER, junior in
business, said, "I am running for
senate seat 6 to become involved
in student government and to
have a chance to voice my opinion in student affairs."
"I am emphasizing the points
of the lack of student participation in activities. 1 feel that it is

Jerry Hofer

i

lack of advertisement of these
activities."

DAVE "ACE" WILSON,
freshman in education, is running for senate seat 6.
"I feel that the studentsneed to
have a representative form of
governmentand that they are not
getting it now from a senate that
is trying hard to deal with the
problems that face the school.
They need some help, I want to
be part of this help," he said.
Wilson's experience comes
from NFL student congress,
MUNFW, National Forensic
League, and Washington State
Student Congress.
"As a senate representative, 1
will work for a committed
government that will work with
the students, not against them."

senate seat 7
RICK

FRANKLIN, ASSU and clubs on campus.

sophomore in community ser- "Especially between the ASSU
vices, was involved in student and Spectator," he said.
senate in high school and was a
CINDY OSTOLAZA, a
committee chairman for orientation. Heis nowan activemember sophomore nursing student, is
running for senate seat 7 because
in Alpha Phi Omega.
"I am running because Ifeel "the senateis where the students
that Ican serve the students in have the most input concerning
the way they want to be served.I University policy and matter.
"I have lived both on and off
have the time to devote to make
myself more available to the campus, so Ican appreciate the
problems of the commuting stustudents."
Franklin hopes to bring about dent, as well as those who live in
more interaction between the

the dorms," she said.

Rick Franklin

Mauna Arnzen

Ostolaza said sheis experienced in student government due to
her involvement with it most of
her years in school. At S.U., she
is the current secretary-treasurer
for the dorm council and is on
the activities board.
"If elected, Iwould work to
make students moreawareof the
senate and the things that are
possible through it, and see that
the suggestions and ideas of the
students are represented," Ostolaza said.

Cindy Ostoloza

senate seat 8

Mark Roberts

John Shannon

KEVIN LIVINGSTON,
sophomore in honors and
political science, is running for
senate seat 8. Livingston has
been on dorm council and has
been a sth floor representative.
"I know that the three dormitories lack interaction.
Perhaps I could help create or
develop bridges between them.
I'dalso stress beautifying S.U. by
developing a comprehensive
plan that would eventually
eliminate the streets running
through our campus.
"As an experienced commuter, I'd encourage the senate
to look into specific needs of the
driving students," he said."More
student parking and a greater
participation in daytime campus

activities seem to be some of the
chief concerns," Livingston said.
MICHAEL YANDL, junior
in math and education, is running for senate seat 8 because,"1
would like to have more say in
the planningofstudent activities,
in the distribution of ASSU
funds and in the organization of
more clubs."
Yandl sees the need for more
input from off-campus students.
"I would like to get actively
involved in getting a wider cross
sectionof the student bodyattending school functions. Considering most of the studentslive
off-campus and the average of
about 25, my main goal is to
collect more ideas from more
students," Yandl said.
The Spectator/ Thursday, February 12, 1976,
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arts & entertainment Cat show best since Stones

So Yer Bored ...
Lyndon—

films

Barry
Stanley Kubrick's latest, a lush and
beautiful adaptation of an obscure William Thackery novel
about the ups and downs of a British rogue. Slow and easygoing, but not boring. At Cinerama.

Swept Away By An Unusual Destiny in the Blue Sea of
August— Lina Wertmuller's controversial film about a battle
between the sexes and classes. Subject to varied interpretations, from a betrayal of women's liberation to a Marxian
treatise. At Harvard Exit.
No Way Out — Documentary about newly installedsecurity system at S.U.s Connolly P.E. Center. At Aurora Cinema
Two, Overlake Cinema Two and Renton Cinema Two.
Rollerball— "A pretentious look into the future. The film
purports to be anti-violence but ends up glorifying it. James
Caan gets a chance to portray Mr. Macho of the 21st

century."— Tom Tangeny, student. At Lewis and Clark One,
John Danz and Lake City.
Tommy— Pointless adaptation of the Who's rock
"opera." Dubbed sound ruins the music, the last possible
redeeming element. See Eric Clapton move his hand up and
down on an unplugged guitar. At Overlake Cinema One.

The Story of O— Thefirst full-length featurefilmfrom the

producers of "Sesame Street."

The Magic Flute— Ingmar Bergman's latest, an adaptation of Mozart's opera. Enjoyable even if you can't stand
opera. At Varsity.
Rashoman — Classic Japanese film about the subjectivity
of reality. Flashbacks reveal different versions of the events
surrounding a man'smurder. One night only,7 p.m., Wednesday, Pigott Auditorium.

t.v.
Thurs:9 p.m.— "A Touchof Class"(s)— Highly-acclaimed sex
comedy about an extramarital affair. Glenda Jackson wonan
Oscar for her role as a fashion designer.
9 p.m.— The Selling of Abe Lincoln— (9)— What Lincoln's
campaign would be today. Shave the beard.

—

Fri: 9 p.m.— The Rockford Files (5) Fun sexism.
9 p.m.-"The Taking of Pelham 1-2-3." (7)— Good thriller,
with robbery and subwayhijacking. Starring Walter Matthau
and Robert Shaw.
9 p.m.— "King Kong Escapes (11)

—
Sat:8 p.m.— Almost Anything Goes (4) Like ratings, lunch.
M
8 p.m.- Old Yeller" (s)— Old smeller.
11:30 p.m.— "Easy Rider" (12)— An old classic. Dennis
Hopper and Peter Fonda search for America. Hopefully,
Hopper's finger will be left uncensored for the final scene;
rednecks aren't that ornery.

by Chris Bohan
the side curtains did more than was that old standard,"It's great
Cat Stevens gave a perfor- hide the movie screen. One per- to be back in Seattle. I really
mance at the Coliseum last son who paid the top $7.50 for mean it." Stevens eventually
Saturday night which was easily his ticket was far enough to the made some contact with the
the best-staged concert since the side so that curtains prevented audience, but never did reachthe
him from seeing a single member high level that is desirable in a
Rolling Stones last summer.
The sold-out show marked the of Cat Stevens' band all night. live performance.
Things such as these are
first time in five years that
A MORE serious omission of
Stevens had played Seattle. reasons the Coliseum draws so Stevens, duplicating Elton
Since then he has emerged a much criticism, even though John's Friday night show last
number of times in different Stevens did such things as bring year, was a vague promise to
musical directions, the latest be- in extra speakers for the back of identify the members of the
ing a return to the fifties music, the Coliseum.
band.
Likewise,reserved seating was
as evidenced by his most recent
"I'll introduce them later" and
people
single, "Another Saturday dealt another blow from
then not giving another
Night," and "Blue Monday," who were unable to move to a acknowledgement that there
which he indicated he would better location. It's really a even is a band. For those who
shame that preparations such as were there, it consisted of Mark
record next week for release.
THE STAGING Cat brought were made for this show could Warner and Larry Steele,
with him on his "Majikat Tour not be appreciated by everyone. guitars; Chico Batera, percus'76" which cost over a quarter Apparently, someone still sion; Gerry Conway, drums;
million dollars and for what it thought Cat would beplaying at Bruce Lynch, bass and Jean
added to the show, was worth Paramount, as he did five years Roussel on the various
every cent. With meticulous ago.
keyboards.
attention to detail, curtains and
Stevens also followed the reIN THE second half of
backdrops were usedas well as a Stevens' two-dozen song show, cent trend of bringing along
rear projection screen. The stage gimmickry and theatrics were back-up vocalists. He incoralso had to be specially designed abandoned, save for an oc- porated three into his show. Unfor the magic effects used during casional moving piano or fortunately, they did the act
vanishing stool. It was here that more harm than good. The
the performance.
To open the show two Stevens moved into his deeper magicians could have done a
magicians assembled a box and more complex songs, suchas great service by making them
onstage. After showing the "The Hurt," "Peace Train," and disappear about an hour and a
audience that thebox wasempty, "Oh, VeryYoung." Healsomov- half earlier.
the magicians spun the chamber ed back to the mid-sixties with
WITH THE three encores
around twice and opened the his first recorded song, "I Love Stevens did, he brought the
length of the show up to almost
door again. Out walked Cat My Dog."
Stevens to a completely stunned
Most of theaudience was con- two hours.
tent just to sit back and listen to
audience.
His first was "Wild World,"
STEVENS played his first two such works and Stevens, finally, which seemed to be the
including after a particularly mellow song, audience's favorite and was connumbers,
"Moonshadow," with only the became rather obviously upset at spicuously missing from his
earlier two sets. He followed that
help of Alan Davis on guitar. the crowd.
"Areyoualways this quiet," he with "Jzero" and "Bitter Blue,"
During the middle of the next
song, however, the curtain said.-"The decibel levelshouldbe and then departed from the
Seattle's still elaborate stage.
revealed not only the rest of his twice this loud
Listening to comments heard
band, but the remainder of the a nice placeeven though it's more
on the way out, it appears that
stage which looked like polluted now."
But fault for the crowd's Stevens' extra work for this tour
something from "1001 Arabian
Nights." In the remainder of the apathy rests primarily on was a success. It was definitely a
first set, the two magicians con- Stevens. During the first six show that shouldn't have been
tinued to appear occasionally for songs, all he said to theaudience missed.
such standard — but good—
tricks as sawing a girl in half.
Stevens closed the first set wit
"Banapple Gas," from his latest
album. Numbers.
The projection screen was
used to show this imaginary halfbanana, half-apple fruit, as well
as some of its useful properties.
Because of the success of last last year," Joanne McKay,
The short film was funny year's "You're So Sweet second vice president,said. Donenough so that 90 per cent of the Horseflies Keep Hanging Round na Boyer, dance chairman, said
audience laughed when they Your Face" Valentine's dance, there are two reasons for the
viewed it.The other ten percent the ASSU has scheduled the improvements,
couldn't see it for, despite Fun same format for this year's
The first reason ismoremoney
Productions' not selling 2,500 dance.
than last year.Thesecond reason
"bad" seats behind the stage, the
General admission is $1.50; 'is because of co-sponsorship
projection screen was still recess- those
wearing red and white will with ELS students the dance
ed behind the band enough to be admitted for 75 cents. The committee has obtained a better
make viewing impossible for dance is set for9:30 p.m. to 12:30 band, Boyer said,
even some of the choice seats.
Liberty will perform. Refresha.m. in the Chieftain.
FOR SOME people, though,
"This will be even better than ment will be served.

...

Valentine dance:
'Horseflies hanging'

Tabard Inn nights entertaining

Sun: 2 p.m.— Leonard Bernstein (9)— Excellent music lectures
by America's foremost conducter. Some good tunes, too.
9 p.m.— Masterpiece Theater (9)"Upstairs, Downstairs."The Bellamy's move to trailer court and find that it's not the
same.
—
Bronk (7) Jack Palance impersonates Mt. Rushmore.

—

Mon:7 p.m. Bill Moyers (9)— Interview with Dr. Mortimer
Adler, author of "How to Read a Book."
7:30 p.m.— The $10,000 Pyramid (7)— Contestants compete
for unusual burial plot. Brains removed before show.
Tues: 8 p.m.— Movin' On (s)— Will do.
—
10 p.m.— City of Angels(5) Dance show live from thehead
of a pin.
10 p.m.— Soundstage (9)— Chick Corea and Seattle's Quincy Jones co-host the Down Beat Jazz Awards. George
Benson,Freddie Hubbard, Hubert Laws, McCoyTyner and
others perform.
Wed: 8 p.m.— The Bionic Woman (4)— Jamie is wheeled into
Radio Shack for an emergency
— appendectomy.
8 p.m. Images of Aging (9) An exploration of the idea
that only the old know what it is to be old.
9:30 p.m.— The Dumplings (s)— Continuing series of TWO TABARD INN functions were sponsoredby the ASSU this week. Robert Rhodes (left)
programs about the tiny, little-publicized junkyards thatdot and Rosewood and Steele (right) entertained Friday afternoon and Sunday evening,
respectively. Bordersong (not pictured) also played Sunday.
America. This week: the trash of Ox Yawn. Wyo.

—
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Good Eats

Crash business course set

"Tools ofCompetent Manage- $200 and is refundable after the
by Ken Goldman
ment," an evening non-credit first two classes, Sullivan said.
This week's Good Eats restaurant reviewfeatures theFish crash course in accounting, Textbooks are provided for
finance, marketing and sales- classroom use and little outsideChip
Company.
and
techniques is classroom reading is required.
communication
It was an accident that Ifound The Fish and Chip scheduled to be offered spring Students must have at least
Company.
quarter. It will begin March 30 high school knowledge of
Crowding in a quick bite before a one o'clock class, I and is scheduled for 6-8 p.m. algebra.
The course will be team
spotted a funny-looking white building on Lake— Washington Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Sullivan,one of the team
taught.
Arts
Designed
for
Liberal
by
Boulevard next to the Corinthian Yacht Clvb the one
teachers, holds a B. S. in
students
who
have
no
business
Leschi Park.
experience, the course offers transportation from New York
The building is not designed for winter eating because the skills that may be listed on a State; M. A. in English from
ill-fitting doors allowed acold draft to swirl around my feet the resume and may be looked upon New York University; an MBA
whole time Iwas there. Ikeptmy coat on. Inefficient heaters at favorable by potential in international business and a
Jerry
Sullivan, Ph. D. in English from New
both ends of the room are able to warm onlya couple people at employers,
program initiator, said.
York University.
both ends of the counter, which seats twelve.Isat in the middle.
No booths or tables. Cold.
LARRY Stonebraker, the
"IT IS unique to Seattle and
THERE WERE but three other customers, so the cook perhaps nationwide," Sullivan other member of the staff, holds
"because it is very hard to a B. A. in psychology from the
had plenty of time to answer all the questions Ithrew at him. said, together
for people who University of Missouri and an
put
He gave me more history than Ineeded.
know nothing about business." MBA in management fromU.W.
This is the first winter it's stayed open, because new
The ten-week course costs Another team teacher with
landords and higher rent mean it needs more bucks,and can't
business experience will join the
staff soon, Sullivan said.
close. It's the only fast food outlet in the area and the summer
The course will cover four
business has always been phenomenal. In July the three
basic areas: accounting, finance,
hustling cooks trip over each other as customers stand ten deep
marketing and sales. Topics in
at the counter.
accounting will include terms,
balance sheets, income
In February, one person does it all— and he had time to
"Who's Happy Now?' S.U.s statements, variance analysis in
give me all the recipes and other gossip while lazily sipping
fine arts department production, business performance,
coffee.
was chosen as one of the four budgeting, cash budgeting and
IASKED about the fish. Yes, it was bought daily in 25 regional finalists to be con- managing accounts receivable
pound blocks. The restaurant uses any good white fish, and sidered for one of ten university and accounts payable.
In finance, subjects discussed
selects whatever looks best that day in the market, which are productions to be performed at
will
include markets, evaluating
Kennedy
the
Center
in
pre-breaded
trimmed in the back room. It's not frozen or
like Washington,
investments, present value
D.C., this April.
"all those other places," he said. The restaurant uses a modified
The national committee will analysis for decision-making,appancake batter and hand-dips each piece of fish asit'sordered. view the production at 8 p.m. propriate capital structure of
firm, value of debt, use of shorttoday in Pigott Auditorium.
It's a good idea.
and intermediate-term loans.
The best restaurants use much the same technique, some
TICKETS ARE $2.50 for
even addingbaking powder to the batter which causes a ragged adults,
$1.50 for students and
MARKETING topics will inor "lacy" appearance and gives the fish a more delicate may be purchased in the fine arts
clude developing management
plans, pricing products and sertexture.
department or at the door.
The "chips" are long chunks of fresh potatoes, complete
Other school finalists will vices. Sales subjects will cover
with skins. There's no "fishy" flavor because the restaurant show their productions today, advertising, personal selling,
sales, billing,
tomorrow and Saturday. Tickets promotional
cares enough to use separate oil vats for fish and potatoes.
letters,
proposals
also
available.
and resumes.
The clam chowder is made from scratch, he said. All are
vegetables are cut and diced from fresh produce and, because
of texture and looks, the restaurant uses instant potato as a
thickener instead of ordinary flour, which would make the
chowder lumpy.
IWENT IN three weeks ago for a fast burger at noon.
Four customers at the counter. Different cook. Three more
customers came in. Iwaited. The cook became increasingly
frantic as two more people came in. Iwas ignored. He made
milkshakes and rang up a ticket. Idecided it was the noonrush
that un-nerved him. He took the orders of twonew people who
came in, while we waited. Ichecked my watch. I'd waited ten
minutes. I walked out.
The Fish and Chip Company is open from 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. and on Sundays from noon to 7 p.m.

Other related areas, such as
organization of a business firm,
employees and corporation
structure, also will be discussed.
The program will be an interdisciplinary concept between the
vocational thrust of the business
school and the academic thrust
of a University business degree,
Sullivan said. Some have
pointed out that there has been a
growth in business schools that
they are fighting among
themselves, he said.
Interested students are asked
to contact Sullivan at 632-1583
for details.
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Rivisto beats amateur champ
Dave Rivisto, S.U. student

with four

body shots.

and world heavyweightkickboxing champion, waschallenged by
the world heavyweight amateur
kickboxing champion, Greg
Bjorkson, at Medford Ore. last
Saturday. The fight was part of
the Pro-Am Contact Karate
Tournament.
Bjorkson, an 18 year oldfrom
Los Angeles, weighed in at 180
pounds and stood 6' 0". His
record is 27-0-1 with 22
knockouts under his belt.
Rivisto, on the other hand, outweighed him by IS pounds.

Rivisto said he stepped back and
let Bjorkson have it with a right
uppercut to the chin. Bjorkson
went down for another nine
count. Bjorkson got up, and
went at it again.
"I threw a few more body
punches," said Rivisto. "He then
butted me with his head, I
stepped back and let him haveit
right in the kisser with an
overhand right."
In the fourth round, Bjorkson
was shocked, according to
Rivisto.

IN THEfirst round,there was
little action as Bjorkson tried to
stay away from Rivisto and
Rivisto was moving in on him.
Rivisto said both fighters were
trying to feel each other out and
added that Bjorkson was weak.

"I FELT sorry for him but I
threw a left-right combination
with four good uppercuts,"
Rivisto said. "I got him with a
left hook and he was out even
out of the ring ashe slipped over
the ropes and on to a younggirl's
lap. She was surprised," Rivisto
said.
Rivisto said he thought
Bjorkson to bea good fighter but
a little too small to be a
heavyweight. Rivisto said he
collected his money and came
home.
Rivisto's last fight will be
March 5 at the Connolly P.E.
Center as an ROTC demonstration.

During round two, "I was just

sitting on the ropes, goofing
around, teasing him and he
(Bjorkson) was getting tired,"
Rivisto said. Rivisto termed the
word "rope-a-dope" for his
technique used on Bjorkson.
Bjorkson threw a few combinations, Rivisto said, and was
burning up energy.
In the third round, things
loosened up. "I got him with a
spinning-heel kick which caught
him on the side of the head. He
took the nine count." Rivisto
said.
RIVISTO then moved in and

Dave Rivisto

him

worked on the body by getting

Sports
Women gymnasts
get fourth place

—

registration
Advance registration for
Spring 1976 is Feb. JB-27.

Chieftains

78 72

by Glenn Nelson
Chieftains shot ice and then
fire coming back twice to defeat

the St. Mary's Gaels last Saturday at the Arena.
The onlyChieftain finding the
bucket consistently all night was
freshman Clint Richardson who
fired in 10 of 13 field goal
attempts on his way to a game
high 28 points.
Another key to the comefrom-behind victory was a tough
trapping defense that threw St.
Mary's off the teams' rhythm.
The win evened S.U.s mark to
three wins, three losses and
elevated the Chieftains to fourth
place in the WCAC.

dINNY PECK shows good form in floor exercise.
the balance beam and thirdin tin
by Teresa Wippel
S.U.s gymnastics team hosted uneven bars.
GINNY PECK, the only othan invitational meet last Saturday at the Arena, placing fourth er S.U. gymnast performing ir
with a team score of 82 points. all events, had an all-around
score of 25.55. Other S.U. gymThe University of Washington nasts competing included Anita
Davis, Jeannie Krsak and Ccci
team won the meet with 96.73
points, followed by the Universi- Seal.
ty of Montana with 87.40 and
The team, coached by Jeanne
Washington State University, Powell, will bein Cheneytonight
85.15.
in a meet against Eastern
Washington State College.
S.U.s Monica Brown received Saturday it will participate in the
29.25 points, placing fourth in University of Montana Inthe all-around competition, vitational at Missoula. The next
which was won by U.W.s Pat home meet will be Feb. 21
Korbein with 32.15 points. against Oregon State University
Brown also took third place in and Seattle Pacific College.

TRAILING at thehalfby one,
39-38, the Chieftains fell behind,
50-43, early in the second stanza

before the team started its first
rush. Bucky O'Brien's scoring
force in this one, hitting for 10
straight points, put the Chiefs
into a 55-50 lead.
But the Chieftains hit another
Maultsby. O'Brien's two free
cold streak failing to scorein the throws garnered
the lead for
next seven minutes while the S.U., 68-66.
Gaels, led by Ralph "theRocket"
The Chiefs then went into its
Walker, pumped in 12 straight spread
offense. Maultsby drove
points toregain thelead at 62-55. up the gut
of the St. Mary's
Richardson popped in four
defense for a score, Richardson
free throws and Jerome cashed
in
charities and the
Maultsby connected onajumper Chieftains two
led, 72-66, with 1:22
to slice the margin to 62-61. But to go.
the Gaels' Norm Bumgarner and
Richardson's 28 points gave
Walker struck for two more him
360 for the season which
up
Mary
buckets to
the St.
lead topped Earl Spangler's freshman
to 66-61.
scoring record.
S.U. THEN employeda fullpress that pressured St.

"RICHARDSON played his
best offensive game," Coach Bill
Mary's into four consecutive O'Connor said. "Every shot he
turnovers and came back on took was a good one."
the baskets by Richardson and
Richardson also pulled down

court

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
We Repair All Makes"

MOTOR WORK

BRAKES

BODY WORK
PAIINTING

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050

EA 4-6050
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10 boards to lead S.U. to a 46-40
rebounding advantage.
The Chieftains unveiled the
team's newest member. Lucky
Ruben Taylor, who scored 7
points in 11 minutes to lead S.U.
from an 18-14 deficit intoa 26-22
lead in the first half.
O'Brien hit for 17 points and
led the Chieftains inassists with
7.

Swegle
takes first
Liane Swegle and

Terrie

Winney, S.ll. students and
members of the women's track
team, competed in the Portland
Indoor Developmental Meet
Jan. 31 Swegleplaced first in the
800-meter run in 2:10 and
Winney took second in the 1,500-meter run with a time of 4:49.
Terrie did very well as it was
her first indoor track meet ever,"
Coach Roger Hanson said.

.

Swegle, senior, will compete

Saturday at Idaho State University and Winney, freshman, will
run at a meet Sunday at Hec
Edmundson Pavilion.

intramurals
Last Week's Results
"A" league
Jazz over Proletariat(forfeit)

Matais, 44; Brewers, 37
Rowdies, 14; Foxes, 12

Brewers, 53; Matais, 52
Strawdogs, Jazz (no finish)

Standings (through Feb. 5)

Women's

Men's

Jazz, 4-1
Matais, 3-2

Rowdies, 2-1
Foxes, 2-1

Brewers, 3-2

IKai Ka, 0-2

Strawdogs, 2-2

Proletariat, 0-5
"B League
Aliis,61; 3rd Floor Xavier, 3i
No Names, 64; Nanu, 54
Trippers, 45; Alpha,44
Vallery's A.S., 36; Unwed
Panthers, 34; Knights, 31
Fathers, 32
Heimskringla, 29; Saga, 26 Virginia Mason, 42; Rangers,

29

standings (throughFeb. 5)

National

Meatheads, 4-0
Panthers, 4-1
Jim Ratz, 3-1
Allis, 3-2

Vallery's A.S., 3-2
Unwed Fathers, 1-4

3rd Floor Xavier, 1-4
Knights, 0-5

American
Virginia Mason, 5-C
Trippers, 4-1
Rangers, 3-2
Alpha, 2-3
Heimskringla, 2-3
Nanu, 1-4
No Names, 1-4

Wolfpack devours Chiefs
The S.U.Chiefs,althoughout-

scoring Nevada (Reno) by 18
points from the field, lost the
lead at the free-throw line,27-5,
and Reno posted an 83-79 victory overthe Chiefs at the Arena
last Thursday.
The win moved Reno back
into the WCAC race with a
record of5-2.The Chiefs'record,
on theother hand,now stands at
3-3 after a win over St. Marys
last Saturday.
THE GAME was physical and
rugged. There were numerous
disputed callsand two technicals
were slapped on the Chiefs. A
total of 26 fouls were whistled on
theChieftains to 15 on the Pack.
In the first half the game was
tied eight times and the lead
changed hands a total of 14
times. The only action started
when S.U. was leading, 35-29,
with 2:58 remaining in the half.
Reno ripped 10 straightpoints to
take the lead,39-35, with2:1 3 to
play in the first half. The Pack
went into the iockeroom leading
45-39.
S.U. finally took the lead in
the contest, 55-51, but the Wolf
pack gnawed away at the lead,
scoring 11 straight points. Reno
stayed in the lead for good, 61-55, with 10:34 to go.
A TECHNICAL was slapped
on Rob Silverafter hehadmade
an apparent clean steal. Mike
Longero made one of the two
free throws and Pete Padgett
sank the technical gift to boost
Reno to a 74-69 edge.
The Chiefs got close with six

K. O. Donohoe
The S.U. Chieftains take on the Loyola Lions and the
Pepperdine Waves this Friday and Saturday nights in Los
Angeles. The Chiefs record now stands at 3-3 in WCAC
conference play and the games ahead are difficult. You can
listen to all the Chiefs home and away gameson stationK.ETO
101.5 FM Stereo. The play by play is supplied by Mark

Kaufman.

— photoby terry

ED "Bucky" O'BRIEN Hies to the hoop
seconds to go, 81-79, with the
help of a few long bombs by
Bucky O'Brien, Rob Silver and
Jerome Maultsby. Edgar Jones,
the 6' II" freshman,clinched the
victory with two free throws with
seconds remaining. Reno went
on to win, 83-79.
Overall, the Chiefs shot .462

Golf team tuning up

games

from the field. The team was led
in scoring by O'Brien with 26
points shooting 12-20 and 2-2 at
the line. Clint Richardson scored
18 points and Maultsby rounded
out the double Figure scorers
with 10.
Nevada/ Reno shot .552 per
cent from the floor and was led
by the 23 points of Jones.
Padgett had 21 and Perry
Campbell pumped in 12.

IN THE recent game against the Reno Wolfpack, there
were several "disputed" calls on the part of Referee Frank
Buckiewicz. Near the end, the fans were actually throwing
assorted objects near the court as these were "questionable"
calls.
Again, the Chiefs were the victims of referee calls as S.U.
outscored Reno by 18 points from the field yet lost the game at
the free-throw line, 27-5. This statistic is very one-sided.
Coaches, fans and radio announcers were enraged by the lopisded officiating. "It is a miracle thatBuckiewicz made it out of
the Arena alive!" stated one amazed Chieftain fan. Violence
isn't the answer,but the officiating wasdefinitely questionable.
I
MADE a point about referees once before as the Chiefs
lost a thriller to Las Vegas under the same circumstances. Sure,
everyone in the stands are all expert refs when they are not
actually on the court with the" players, but if it is your job, you
might as well do it right.
Idon't envy Buckiewicz for his job, neither do I
care for
the officiating on both ends of the court. But the thing Iobject
to the most is when a referee goes out of his way to challenge a
heckler. This to me is a sign of a weak referee when he has to
justify a call by answering some fan's caustic remark.
It happened right next to me when Buckiewicz made a
special trip during a time out to give Kaufman some smartaleck answer to something he said during a disputed call. Too
bad for Buckiewicz that the microphone wasn't on for the
entire area to hear his feeble attempt of justification.

THE OLYMPICS are well on their way with the United
States in third place in medal standings.
It is interesting that in light of the disaster in the 1972
With spring around the cor- Lauer and Rich Farrell; junior,
Summer
Olympics at Munich, the immense security now
Coston;
ner, the 1976 S.U. men's golf Jeff
sophomores, Dave
placed on all contestants of the games.
Bogie, Jean Cook, Scott
team is getting in shape tor the
start of the season coming up in Fankhauser and Jim Falkenreck
Police walk the perimeter of the village with guard dogs.
and freshmen Jon Renberg, Rich
the middle of March.
As you go through the gate, you undergo triple inspection.
The team will have three tune- Friend and Tom Flynn.
There is an armed guard standing at the entrance of every
up tournaments. Tomorrow at
State Community Collegegolf
Glendale; Monday at Sahalle champion of last year, Tim
James Day, junior forward building with an automatic weapon clenched in his hands.
and then back to Glendale for a Mark, Tacoma Community from Oakland, Calif., was When some of the athletes go on a bus to their specific event,
tourney on Friday.
College transfer, will join the suspended from the S.U. basket- they are accompanied by an armed guard. The Americans are
The purpose of the tour- team.
ball team Tuesday,according to reported to welcome the added security as it keeps out pests
naments, "is for individual
S.U. Coach Bill O'Connor.
and phoneys.
development and for a team
"THEMAINgoal of the golf
The suspension was for
tune-up to get ready for the team is to defend its WCAC academic reasons. Day will not
season. Also Iam looking for a conference championship of the rejoin the team for the rest of the
THEREISa new sport in town.Itiscalled rollerball. The
season,O'Connor said.
traveling unit consisting of six last three years." Meyer said.
object of this game is for one team to splatter the opponent all
players." Coach Bill Meyer said.
Day was averaging 10.62 over an oval track while being pulled behind a motorcycle at a
The group has been invited to
MEYER, whohas coachedthe several national tournaments points per game and 7.83 points
golf team for four years,hopes to and the success of the fund- per game in WCAC action. Day high rate of speed and in the meantime trying toget asilver ball
keep 12 members on the team.
raising raffle will decide how is also second on the Chieftain through a small opening in the wall.
It is quite a brutal sport, but James Caan seems to be able
Returning lettermen are many tournaments the team can teamin rebounds with a total of
seniors. Dick Sander, Doug attend.
152.
to handle himself.
Some of you real sportsmen out there should start lining
up
"big game" for Homecoming Feb. 20. This time of
some
TWENTY-ONE (21) GAMES, CUMULATIVE STATISTICS
is
true
test of a man's ability to track, stalk, and move
year
a
8 WINS
13 LOSSES (Overall)
in
for
the
kill.
3 WINS
3 LOSSES (WCAC)

Jim Day

suspended

Name (games)

Clint Richardson (20)
WCAC (6)
"Buck" O'Brien (21)
WCAC (6)
James Day (21)
WCAC (6)
Kevin Suther (21)
WCAC (6)
Jerome Maultsby (21)
WCAC (6)
Jim Low (21)
WCAC (6)
Reggie Green (21)
WCAC (6)
Jerry Lee (19)

WCAC (4)

Rob Silver (15)
WCAC (4)
Tim Joyce (8)
Doug Gribble (7)
WCAC (3)
Lucky Taylor
WCAC (I)
OTHERS (4)

ft

fg

150-313
47-102
116-242
34- 82
84-205
19- 54
93-218
38- 84
55-135
17- 39
40- 94
10- 19
39- 98

rbd

50-72
20-23
42-50

157
49

8

67-4
15-1
73-6
21-3
57-5
20-3

9-10

55-83
9-15

30-45
8- 9

24^0
7-12

9

17-20
I- 2

15
98

16-29

40-2

30

6- 18

5- 9

28- 72

9-28

.321

7- 21

1- 3

14- 28
4- 10
4- 9

4- 4
2- 2
3- 8
5- 6
0- 0

.333
1.000
1.000
.375
.833
.000

1- 2

.500

7.00

.000

2.50

.500

85

5- 14

.357

0- 0

632-1436
678-1413

.440

256-388

.660

880

.460 316-465

.679

940

S.U. WCAC(6)

185-435

.425

.716

238

Opponents WCAC (6)

177-351

S.U. TOTALS (21)
Opponents (21)

pf-d

63-88

.504 96-138

.696

253

253 442-23
324 403- 7

1520 72.38
1672 79.62

122-9

433 72.17

104-2

450 75.00
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... AN S.U.CHAPTER OF THE YOUNGLIBERTARIAN

ALLIANCE is being formed. For information about the YLA
or about Libertarian political philosophies, contact Baicuni,
285-4783 or Thoreau, 323-5221.

. .. A

MEET-THE-CANDIDATE FORUM OF ALL
CANDIDATES in Tuesday's election is scheduled for 2 p.m
tomorrow in Tabard Inn. Refreshments will be served.

... A

MEET-THE-CANDIDATE FORUM OF SURVIVORS from Tuesday's primary election is scheduled for 1
p.m. Wednesday in the A.A. Lemieux Library Auditorium.

C

c
Q.

a
<D

. . . HANG IN THERE, JOSH IS COMING!!!
...SENIOR NURSING STUDENTSinterested in planning

or participating in skits for the senior banquet will meet at 1
p.m. tomorrow inL.A.307. Thoseunable to attend shouldcall
324-8193

WILL BE A MEETINGfor ALPHA EPSILON
... THERE
for all pre-med,pre-dental and
health-care
DELTA
associated
fields at 6 p.m. tonight on the fifth floor of Barman building.
Topics for discussion are the national convention,
available scholarships, a tourof a health-services complex and
a dinner party. If thereare questions call Pat, 329-5985 or see
Dr. David Read, Barman 612.

... ANYONEINTERESTED IN TOURING
THE U.W.'S
sign

up on Dr. David
HEALTH-SCIENCE CENTER should
Read's door, Kantian 612. The tour is scheduled for 10 a.m.
Wednesday. Those with questions should call Pat, 329-5985.

<0

..."YOU'RE SO SWEETHORSEFLIESKEEPHANGING
ROUND YOUR FACE", the second annual Valentine's

dance, is scheduled from 9:30 p.m.- 12:30 a.m. Saturday in the

Chieftain.
Liberty will provide the music. Admission is $1.50, those
wearing redand white can enter for 75 cents. Refreshments will
be served.

. . . ANANDA MARGA UNIVERSAL RELIEF TEAM
(AMURT) will sponsor a "Give Your Heart to Guatemala"
walkathon for earthquake victims in that country. The
walkathon will begin at 9 a.m. Saturday at the Green Lake
Aqua Theater.
Persons interested in walking, or sponsoring walkers
should contact AMURT, 325-9784 or send donations to
AMURT, 854 Pearl St., Denver, Colo. 80203.

... THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF PRE-LAW SPEAKERS
will lecture at noon Wednesday in Barman 401. Dr. Ben
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Cashman, political science professor, will speak on pre-law
education. All studentsinterestedin law are invited to attend.

...A FUND RAISERISAVAILABLE TO ANY CLUB OR
ORGANIZATION through the ASSU office. Interested
groups should contact Joe Rockwell, treasurer, from 2-4:30
p.m. in the ASSU office by next Friday. Or call 626-6815.

...MUN CONGODELEGATION WILL MEET AT1P.M.
TODAY in the Chieftain conference room.
...SPURS WILL SPONSOR A CARNATION SALE from
1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. today and tomorrow in Bellarmine Hall. All
colors of carnations will be available for 50 cents a flower.
Some of the proceeds will go to Phil Wallace, M.M., S.U.
priest in Africa.

... "THE COMMITTEE" WILL BE SHOWN ATNOONIN
the A. A. Lemieux Library and at 6:30 p.m. in the library's
Stimson room on Wednesday.Everyoneis welcome at the S.U.
Students for LIFE presentation.

...

STUDENT DIRECTORIES ARE STILL AVAILABLE
IN THE BOOKSTORE, Pigott 153, the ASSU offices or the
vice president for students office. Directories cost $1.

. .. ALL FRESHMEN WITH IDEAS FOR FRESHMEN
ACTIVITIES should attend a meeting at noon Feb. 25 in the
Chieftain conference room. For more information call 626-6405 and ask for Randy.

... SKI CLUB WILL LEAVE $5.50
AT 4:45 P.M.TOMORROW
$5

for the trip to Alpental. Cost is
for non-members, for
members.
SIGN-UPS FOR THE FIRST ANNUAL S.U. MIDWINTER OPEN RAQUETBALL TOURNAMENT have
been extended until noon Tuesday. Sign up in the athletic
office at Connolly P.E. Center.

.. .

. . A PRIMER FOR THE SONICGAME TOMORROW is

scheduled from 5:30-7 p.m. tomorrow in Tabard Inn.
Students with tickets to the game can attend the primer free
of charge. Others must pay $1.
Fred Cooley will provide entertainment for the primer
.THE WOMENS' SWIM TEAM WILL HAVE ITS
NEXTMEET WEDNESDAY at Connolly P.E. Center, not
Tuesday as previously announced. The women will swim
against the University of Puget Sound.

.

. . . R.A. APPLICATIONS FOR 1976-77 are available at

Bellarmine and Xavier Hall desks or at Leonard Sitter's office,
second floor Chieftain.

